Given n weights, w I, w2, . . . , w,, such that 0 G w 1 G w2 S. . . s w ,, we examine a property of permutation #, where 7~* = (w,, w,,, w2, w,,_r, . . .), concerning alphabetical binary trees.
Given a set of weights wl, w2, . . . , w,, where For any permutation 7T = (Wi,, wi,9 l l l 9 Win) (for abbreviation write ?T = (i,, i2, . . . , i,) ) there is an optimum alphabetic binary tree denoted by T(n) and there is an optimum almost uniform alphabetic binary tree [I] denoted by T,(m). Let V(T) and V,(T) denote the value of T(T) and T,( 7r), respectively. Let 8 be a set of all permutations of 1,2,. . . , n and V* be a special permutation where 7P= (l,n,2,n-l,..., jtn+l-j ,. .. ).
Hu's conjecture is that
Some results related to the conjecture have been obtained which will be seen in the following: Definition 1. Given a permutation T n= (i,, i2,. . . , i,) foranyr (r=O,l,..., lin]) a T-Cpair may be composed of ik and ik+,+2r if &+I,
have already composed r T-C pairs.
Let (Si ki), i = 1,2, . . . , m be m T-C pairs. We denote the set of these elements by 12,,,, i.e. where Z = Zzr -e', and I* = c'-Z2' but ZnZ* = 0.
Q is constructed as following.
is still a l-l mapping and for any hi E Z2, -k
It is easy to see that Q' is still a l-l mapping and satisfies Case II. h,s j,. Let (hl,, h,2,..., h,p) Then for any almost uniform binary tree with n terminals there must be 2m terminals on level y and the rest on level q -. 1. Let 12," denote the set of terminals on level q, then the cost of almost uniform binary tree is 
R=

